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Description

Cable Cover for Hard Floors | Box of 5m Black 
Introducing Secure Cord - the ultimate solution for efficiently managing loose cables on hard surfaces! With its innovative
design and durable nylon material, Secure Cord ensures a safe and tidy workspace, reducing the risk of tripping hazards and
providing a seamless organization of cords along walls and doorways.

One of the standout features of Secure Cord is its cut-to-length flexibility, allowing you to tailor it precisely to your needs. No job
is too big or small! Simply use scissors to cut the cord cover to your desired length, making installation a breeze. Peel back the
paper from the underside to reveal the adhesive layer and simply place it over the desired cords.
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For maximum versatility, Secure Cord Carpet and Secure Cord Hard Surface can be used together, ensuring seamless cord
coverage across various floor types. The Secure Cord for hard surfaces features a convenient loop top that allows you to place
the cable on top and then use the Secure Cord for carpet on top of it. This smart combination guarantees a hassle-free and
organized cable management solution for any environment.

Say goodbye to unsightly cables and hello to a neat, professional environment.

Promoting safety and neatness, Secure Cord is the go-to solution for organizing cables in various settings. Don't miss the
chance to experience the ease and efficiency Secure Cord brings to cable management - it's time to take control of your
workplace and eliminate cord clutter today!

FEATURES
Secure Cord Hard Surface can be removed and adjusted, but is not reusable
Comes in a handy dispenser box with a 5m roll
Can be cut to any length
Eliminates trip hazards
Protects cables
Material: Nylon
Colour: Black
Dimensions: 100mm x 5m

WARRANTY
1-year limited warranty
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